Pennsylvania Newspapers on WestlawNext, Lexis and the Internet

Prepared by Tsegaye Beru

A. **WESTLAWNEXT**

1. Go to the browser page and click on NEWS
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2. Click on Pennsylvania below
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3. You will retrieve the following

![Pennsylvania News](image)
Follow the trail below

All Databases > U.S. State Materials > Pennsylvania > News, Newspapers & Periodicals
Pennsylvania News (PANews)  
Pennsylvania Papers (PANP)  
Morning Call (Allentown, Pa) (ALLMC)  
Central Penn Business Journal (CPENNBUSJ)  
Intelligencer Journal/Lancaster New Era (Pa) (LANCNE)  
Legal Intelligencer, The (TLI)  
Morning Call (KRT-MORNGCALL)  
Northeast Pennsylvania Business Journal (NEPABUSJ)  
Patriot-News (PATRIOTNEWS)  
Pennsylvania Law Weekly (PLW)  
Pennsylvania Law Weekly Cases (View) (PLWTLI-CS)  
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (PITTSPOST)  
and more

D. INTERNET SOURCES FOR PENNSYLVANIA NEWSPAPERS:

The following websites provide state and local newspapers


